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Abstract—The Multimedia Broadcast/Multicast Service
(MBMS) was designed to enable the mass distribution of
multimedia content in 3rd Generation and beyond cellular
networks. If such services are to become commercially viable,
they must be able to efficiently support widely heterogeneous
user requirements, for example, due to terminal limitations and
cost constraints. This paper presents an MBMS extension that
allows multiple variants of the same content to be economically
distributed to heterogeneous receivers, explicitly taking into
account the possibility of using either dedicated or common
radio channels. We describe our extended multiple content
variant MBMS model by explaining the modifications that it
imposes on the standard MBMS model, as well as the manner in
which it can be combined with layered coding. We also present
an analytical evaluation of our approach against alternatives
based on the standard MBMS in terms of control and user
plane overhead, and compare the analytical predictions with
detailed simulation results. Both the analysis and the simulations
indicate that our proposal can indeed satisfy heterogeneous user
requirements, while consuming considerably lower resources
than the standard-based alternatives.
Index Terms—MBMS; UMTS; multimedia; multicasting

I. I NTRODUCTION
The deployment of 3rd Generation networks has made
cellular systems feasible platforms for distributing multimedia
content to mobile users. While the resource requirements of
services such as video streaming make them expensive for
individual users, these costs can be dramatically reduced when
multiple users desire to receive the same service. This can
be achieved either by broadcast, where all users receive the
service, or by multicast, where only selected users receive
the service. To this end, the Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS), specified by the 3rd Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP), has introduced the Multimedia
Broadcast/Multicast Service (MBMS) [1]. MBMS enables resource sharing for multicast and broadcast throughout the network, including over the resource-constrained radio links, for
services ranging from media streaming to file downloads [2].
In this paper we specifically focus on multicasting, as it is
more appropriate for targeting users that have subscribed to,
and possibly paid for a service.
The MBMS multicasting mode is similar to IP multicasting [3]: it delivers the same content to all receivers participating in a group identified by an IP multicast address, using
the same Quality of Service (QoS) parameters for the entire
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multicast distribution tree. For multimedia services to become
commercially viable, they must attract enough subscribers to
leverage the savings due to radio link sharing [4]. When the
receivers are heterogeneous however, for example, terminals
with different screen resolutions or users with different budgets, it is difficult to select for distribution an appropriate
variant of the content: a high-quality variant may not work
with low-end terminals, while a low-quality variant may not
satisfy users prepared to pay more for the better service; in
both cases, potential users and revenues are lost.
To address this issue, we designed an MBMS extension
that supports the distribution of multiple variants of the same
content to different subsets of receivers, without introducing
redundancy into the data stream; we refer to this extension
as Multiple Content Variant (MCV) MBMS. The desired
variant is dynamically selected by each receiver, based on
the terminal capabilities and/or user preferences. Our approach
takes into account the intricacies of MBMS, and in particular
the possibility of using either dedicated or common radio
channels. In this paper, we describe how MCV MBMS is
derived from the standard MBMS and evaluate its performance
against some standard-based alternatives via analysis and
simulation, showing that our scheme greatly increases the
number of satisfied users with a moderate increase in the
resource consumption, thus making MBMS more attractive to
operators and subscribers alike.
The outline of the rest of this paper is as follows. In
Section II, we describe the standard MBMS model, along
with its state management and signaling procedures, while in
Section III we describe our extended MCV MBMS model.
In Section IV, we present an analytical comparison of MCV
MBMS against some standard-based alternatives, while in
Section V we present a simulation based comparison. In
Section VI, we discuss the related work and clarify our
contributions, presenting our conclusions in Section VII.
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II. T HE S TANDARD MBMS M ODEL
An outline of a UMTS network supporting MBMS is shown
in Figure 1. A new functional entity, the Broadcast/Multicast
Service Center (BM-SC), controls MBMS service provisioning. Both internal and external content sources are allowed,
but data can only enter the network via the BM-SC. The
Core Network (CN), consisting of Gateway GPRS Support
Node (GGSN) and Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN)
elements, the Radio Access Network (RAN), consisting of
Radio Network Controller (RNC) and Node-B elements, and
the User Equipment (UE) must also be modified for MBMS.
In MBMS, a multicast group is identified not only by a class
D IP address, as in IP multicast, but also by an Access Point
Name (APN), which essentially identifies a GGSN serving
a specific UMTS network. While in IP multicasting anyone
can send to and receive from a group, in MBMS a UE must
first subscribe to a group, using some mechanism external to
MBMS, in order to be later allowed to join it. In addition,
only the GGSN may transmit data to a group. These are the
ideal properties for commercial services where receivers are
charged [1]. Finally, while IP multicasting supports arbitrary
topologies, a UMTS network is a logical tree with the GGSN
as the root and the UEs as the leaves.
Each network node needs to maintain additional state and
support additional signaling procedures for MBMS. First,
forwarding state is required so that an internal node may determine which of its children should receive packets addressed
to a multicast group. Second, user state is required so that
the network may charge multicast group members. Each node
therefore maintains an MBMS Bearer Context (MBC) for each
multicast group to facilitate forwarding, and an MBMS UE
Context (MUEC) for each UE that is currently a member of
that group to facilitate charging [5], as shown in Figure 2.
The MBC contains group-specific information, such as its
IP multicast address and QoS parameters. A table in the MBC
indicates which downstream nodes should receive packets
addressed to that group. For example, in Figure 2 child
#1 should receive packets (marked 1) but child #2 should
not (marked 0). When a multicast packet arrives, the node
examines the MBC for the appropriate group and forwards
the packet to all children marked 1. The MUEC contains UE
specific information for a particular group. The network uses
the MUECs linked to an MBC via their multicast address to
charge the UEs belonging to that group.
When an MBMS service is about to be offered, its attributes
are first administratively entered into a new MBC at the BM-
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SC. Additional MBCs and MUECs are dynamically created
and deleted in the network based on the UE-initiated signaling,
as shown in Figure 3; solid arrows in the figure denote per
UE signaling messages, while dotted arrows denote per group
signaling messages. A UE desiring to join an MBMS group
sends an Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP) [6]
join message to the GGSN serving the UE, thus triggering the
MBMS multicast activation procedure (signaling phases 1 and
2 in Figure 3). Note that MBMS uses a join/leave mode of
IGMP, which is more suitable for UMTS networks than the
standard query/response mode of IGMP [7]. Signaling phase
1 results in the UE receiving from the BM-SC the APN of the
GGSN that acts as the data source, which may differ from the
GGSN that originally received the join, so that signaling phase
2 may continue toward the appropriate GGSN. In signaling
phase 2, the SGSN, GGSN and BM-SC each create a MUEC
for the UE, shown as a filled square in Figure 3.
When the first MUEC for a group is created at a GGSN or
SGSN during signaling phase 2, that node sends a registration
message to its parent (BM-SC or GGSN, respectively). The
parent marks the corresponding entry in its MBC so as to
start forwarding data to that child. Using the information
provided in the response the child also creates an MBC for
the group, shown as a filled circle in Figure 3; recall that the
BM-SC is already administratively configured with the MBC
for the group. The result of the activation and registration
procedures is the creation of a multicast distribution tree from
the GGSN towards all UEs participating in an MBMS service.
In signaling phase 3, a session start procedure establishes radio
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bearers before data transmission starts. After data transmission
completes, in signaling phase 4 a session stop procedure
releases these radio bearers.
The multicast deactivation procedure (signaling phases 5
and 6 in Figure 3) is initiated by the UE sending an IGMP
leave message to the GGSN serving the UE; it is shown after
the session stop procedure, but it can be triggered at any time.
This procedure essentially reverses the activation procedure: in
signaling phase 5 it redirects the UE towards the GGSN that
acts as the data source, while in signaling phase 6 it causes the
MUEC for the UE to be deleted from the appropriate nodes,
shown as an unfilled square in Figure 3. When the last MUEC
for a group is deleted at a GGSN or SGSN during signaling
phase 6, that node sends a deregistration message to its parent
and deletes the MBC for the group, shown as an unfilled circle
in Figure 3. On receiving a deregistration, the parent marks
the corresponding entry in its MBC so as to stop forwarding
data to that child.
When the session start procedure indicates to an RNC
that it should establish radio bearers, the RNC must decide
what type of channel it should employ in each cell. Two
options exist: either separate Point to Point (PtP) links towards
each participating UE using the Dedicated Transport Channel
(DCH), or a common Point to Multipoint (PtM) link towards
all participating UEs using the Forward Access Channel
(FACH). With the FACH, a single transmission reaches all
UEs, regardless of their number and position, but the FACH
must transmit at a high enough power level to reach the edge
of the cell. With the DCH, a separate transmission is needed
for each UE, but at the minimum power level required to reach
it.
As the energy required to reach a UE scales faster than
linearly with distance, for a few UEs it is normally more
economical to employ multiple DCHs rather than a single
FACH. As the network only tracks UEs with active signaling
connections however, the RNC must estimate how many UEs
participate in the group in each cell. This is achieved via
a procedure known as UE Counting [8], whereby the RNC
asks the UEs participating in a multicast group to establish
a signaling connection with a specific probability; based on
the number of UEs establishing such connections, the RNC
estimates the total number of UEs belonging to the group. If
this number is lower than an administratively defined threshold
T , individual DCHs are established, otherwise a common
FACH is established. Ideally, T should be set so that the
average power required to transmit T copies of a packet over
the DCHs would be roughly equal to the power required to
transmit it over the FACH. The optimal threshold T depends
on the position of each UE participating in the group. However,
tracking all UEs as they move is uneconomical, therefore a
simple estimated threshold T is used.
III. T HE E XTENDED MBMS M ODEL
Our MCV MBMS model extends the standard MBMS by
allowing a single MBMS service to offer different variants
of the same content to different subsets of receivers, so as
to maximize the number of satisfied users [9]. This can be
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achieved without inflating the original data stream, provided
that the content variants have the property that a lower quality
variant can be directly derived from a higher quality one. From
a business perspective, the variants to offer must be chosen
to match the specifications of common terminals, but their
number should not be too large, as this would cause multicast
groups to degenerate to individual receivers. In the following
discussion we assume three variants, numbered 1 (low quality,
LQ), 2 (medium quality, MQ) and 3 (high quality, HQ).
In MCV MBMS a UE indicates its preference for a content
variant by simply including in its IGMP join message the
variant’s number; this number is also included in the MBMS
request messages shown in Figure 3 as part of the activation
and registration procedures (signaling phases 1 and 2). The
UE may later modify its preference by sending a new IGMP
join, without the need to first leave and then join the group
again; if the service employs MBMS security, this obviates the
need to generate and distribute new keys, as group membership
remains the same [10]. For example, the user may request
higher quality audio to better hear a passage or the terminal
may request lower quality audio when the bandwidth at its
location is limited.
In the MCV MBMS model, each node maintains additional
information in the MBC and MUEC, shown in Figure 4 with
a gray background. The MUEC is extended with the content
variant requested by the UE during the activation procedure,
so that the UE may be charged accordingly. The downstream
node table in the MBC is extended with the number of the
variant to forward to each child, for example, 0 (none) to 3
(high quality). Each internal node asks its parent during the
registration procedure for the highest quality variant requested
by any of its own children, as from this variant it can produce
any lower quality ones. Hence, each node forwards the lowest
possible amount of data to each of its children.
A node determines the highest quality variant requested
by its children by storing in the MBC a set of counters for
the number of UEs per variant, as shown in Figure 4. To
maintain these counters, during the activation and deactivation
procedures, at the point where in the standard MBMS a node
would create or delete a MUEC (shown with filled and unfilled
squares, respectively, in Figure 3), in MCV MBMS it must do
one of the following:
1) If an MUEC was just created, the counter for its variant
is incremented at the MBC.
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2) If an MUEC was just deleted, the counter for its variant
is decremented at the MBC.
3) If an UE just modified its variant by sending an updated
join, the counter for its previous variant is decremented
and the counter for its current variant is incremented at
the MBC.
To maintain the forwarding table in the MBC, at the point
where in the standard MBMS a node would create or delete
an MBC (shown with filled and unfilled circles, respectively,
in Figure 3), in MCV MBMS it must do one of the following:
1) If the first MUEC for the group was created, the MBC is
created and the parent is asked to start forwarding data
via the registration procedure.
2) If the last MUEC for the group was deleted, the MBC is
deleted and the parent is asked to stop forwarding data
via the deregistration procedure.
3) If the counter for a higher quality variant than the current
one became nonzero, the parent is informed to forward
that variant via the registration procedure.
4) If the counter for the current variant became zero, the
next nonzero counter is found and the parent is informed
to forward that variant via the registration procedure.
Counter updates add a fixed cost to message processing,
while variant numbers add a fixed overhead to some signaling
messages. The signaling flow is the same as in the standard
MBMS; the only departure is that in MCV MBMS a UE or an
internal node may change its current variant, thus triggering
an updated activation or registration procedure.
As stated above, MCV MBMS requires lower quality variants to be directly derived from the higher quality ones. This
can be achieved by layered coding [11], where the source
encodes the lowest quality variant as the base layer and then
encodes a series of successive enhancement layers. The first
higher quality variant consists of the base layer and the first
enhancement layer; each successive variant adds another enhancement layer. The source injects all layers to the multicast
distribution tree and each node forwards to each child only
the layers required to reconstruct the variant requested by that
child. For example, in the MBC shown in Figure 4, the node
needs to receive variant 2 from its parent, that is, the base
layer and the first enhancement layer; it would forward only
the base layer to child #1 and both the base layer and the first
enhancement layer to child #3.
In our MBMS simulator, we implemented layered coding
with three layers. Each packet contains data from a single layer
and is tagged with a layer number, allowing nodes to easily
drop redundant packets; no other processing is required at
internal nodes. The resulting data stream consists of a base and
two enhancement layers; users requesting the LQ variant only
receive the base layer, users requesting the MQ variant receive
the base and first enhancement layers, and users requesting the
HQ variant receive the base and both enhancement layers.
Finally, in MCV MBMS during the session start procedure
the RNC must first estimate the number of UEs that have
requested each variant, and then decide whether to establish
individual PtP bearers or a common PtM bearer for each layer.
If the number of UEs requesting the base layer is smaller than

the administratively defined threshold T , then all layers will
be transmitted over multiple DCH links, while if the number
of UEs requesting all layers is not smaller than T , then all
layers will be transmitted over a single FACH link; in these
cases MCV and the standard MBMS behave alike. The third
case is unique to MCV MBMS: when the number of UEs is
not in the above regions, the lower layers may be transmitted
over a common FACH link, while the higher layers may be
transmitted over separate DCH links, depending on the number
of UEs requesting each variant.
IV. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION : A NALYSIS
A. Definitions and Assumptions
For MCV MBMS to be useful, it must be more economical
in terms of signaling load and data transmissions than the
standard MBMS. In the following two sections, we compare
the performance of MCV MBMS against three alternative
options for satisfying the needs of heterogeneous UEs based
solely on standard MBMS mechanisms. This section provides
an analytical performance evaluation, while the following
section adds simulation results. The Single MBMS approach
uses a single MBMS service to transmit all layers; it incurs the
minimum possible signaling overhead, but wastes transmission
resources as it delivers data to UEs that have not requested it.
The Multiple MBMS approach uses a separate MBMS group
per layer, with each UE joining the groups required to decode
the desired variant; it transmits the same data as MCV MBMS,
but requires additional signaling since some UEs need to join
multiple groups. Finally, Simulcast MBMS uses a separate
MBMS group per variant, with each UE joining the desired
group only, meaning that the per UE signaling load is similar
to that of single MBMS, but the per group signaling load
is similar to that of multiple MBMS; its main disadvantage
however is that lower layers are transmitted multiple times,
once for each group.
As each MBMS service is independent, we can study a
single service with no loss of generality. We assume that
N UEs participate in a given multicast MBMS service in a
network where U UEs exist in total, and that the network is
controlled by a single GGSN, S SGSNs and R RNCs. We also
assume that the N participating UEs are uniformly distributed
between the SGSNs and RNCs and denote the average number
of UEs served by each SGSN or RNC as NS = N/S or
NR = N/R. If we further assume that the N participating
UEs are distributed in C cells in proportion to the total number
of users in each cell, then the expected number of users Ni in
a cell i where Ui potential users exist is Ni = (Ui /U )N .
In order to provide multiple content variants, layered coding
is used to generate layer 1, the base layer, layer 2, the first
enhancement layer, and layer 3, the second enhancement layer.
An UE requesting layer n > 1 must also receive layers 1 to
n − 1 before decoding, that is, an LQ UE only needs layer
1, an MQ UE needs layers 1 and 2, and an HQ UE needs
layers 1, 2 and 3. We assume that after layered coding B
equally sized packets are injected into the network, with the
probability that each packet is part of layer 1, 2 and 3 being
l1 , l2 and l3 , respectively, where l1 + l2 + l3 = 1. We further
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TABLE I
S UMMARY OF NOTATION .

Symbol
U
N
S
NS
R
NR
C
Ui
Ni
B
li
vi
PD
PF
T

Description
Number of UEs in the network
Number of UEs participating in a service
Number of SGSNs in the network
Average number of UEs served by each SGSN
Number of RNCs in the network
Average number of UEs served by each RNC
Number of cells in the network
Number of UEs in cell i
Number of UEs participating in a service in cell i
Number of packets generated by the source
Probability that a packet belongs to layer i
Probability that a UE requests variant i
Average DCH transmission power for data packets
FACH transmission power for data packets
Switching threshold between DCH and FACH

assume that the participating UEs request the LQ, MQ, or HQ
variant with probabilities vL , vM or vH , respectively, where
vL + vM + vH = 1. Finally, we denote the average power
required to transmit a data packet via the DCH by PD , the
power required to transmit it via the FACH by PF and the
switching threshold between the DCH and FACH by T . This
notation is summarized in Table I.
To simplify the control plane analysis, we assume that at
least one UE requesting the HQ variant is served by each
SGSN; for Simulcast MBMS in particular, we assume that one
UE requesting each variant is served by each SGSN. For the
user plane analysis, we assume that at least one participating
UE is located in each cell. When N is small, these assumptions
cannot always hold, therefore our analytical predictions of
signaling and user plane load will overestimate the actual
values for small N . For MCV MBMS, we also assume that
data packets exploit unused header bits to store their layer
number, without increasing their size; for reasonably large data
packets, this overhead would be negligible in any case.
Finally, two extreme assumptions may be made for the
number of (de)registrations in MCV MBMS. In the best case,
the first UE to join the service in each cell is an HQ UE, thus
causing all layers to be requested with a single registration,
and the last one to leave it is also an HQ UE, this causing all
layers to be dropped with a single deregistration. In the worst
case, first the LQ, then the MQ and then the HQ UEs join each
service, thus causing each layer to be requested via a separate
registration; for deregistrations this sequence is reversed, thus
causing each layer to be dropped via a separate deregistration.
As the actual sequence of joins and leaves is unknown, we
simply assume that the average number of (de)registration
packets required is the arithmetic mean of these two extreme
cases.
B. Control Plane Analysis
As Single MBMS only provides a single content variant, comparing MCV MBMS, Multiple MBMS or Simulcast
MBMS against it indicates the signaling overhead required
to provide multiple content variants in the extended or in
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TABLE II
PACKETS AND BITS PER SIGNALING PROCEDURE .

Symbol
Ap /Ab
Ep /Eb
Rp /Rb
Dp /Db
SAp /SAb
SEp /SEb

Description
Number of packets/bits
Number of packets/bits
Number of packets/bits
Number of packets/bits
Number of packets/bits
Number of packets/bits

for
for
for
for
for
for

each
each
each
each
each
each

activation
deactivation
registration
deregistration
session start
session stop

the standard MBMS model. We examine the cost of each
MBMS procedure using the notation summarized in Table II
for the number of packets and bits required in the standard
MBMS. In MCV MBMS, the request packets in the activation
and registration procedures are inflated by 8 bits to hold
the desired content variant, while the session start request
packets must hold an additional 128-bit QoS profile for each
enhancement layer; the standard QoS profile in these packets
is used for the base layer. The response packets for these
procedures do not need a content variant field and are therefore
not inflated, and the same is true for both the request and
the response packets for the session stop, deregistration and
deactivation procedures. As a result, only half of the packets
in the activation, registration and session start procedures is
inflated in MCV MBMS.
Starting with the activation, in Single MBMS it requires
Ap N packets and Ab N bits for the entire network. In MCV
MBMS, the same number of packets is required as each UE
joins one group, but half of these packets is inflated by 8 bits,
therefore the total number of bits required is Ab N + 8Ap N/2.
In Multiple MBMS, LQ, MQ and HQ UEs join one, two
and three groups, respectively, meaning that all UEs join
the first group, vM + vH UEs join the second group and
vH UEs join the third group, therefore activation requires
Ap (1 + vM + 2vH )N packets and Ab (1 + vM + 2vH )N
bits. In Simulcast MBMS each UE also joins a single group,
therefore the same number of packets and bits is required as
in Single MBMS. Similarly, in Single MBMS the deactivation
requires Ep N packets and Eb N bits; the same applies to
MCV MBMS as deactivation packets are not inflated, and
to Simulcast MBMS as only a single group is used. In
Multiple MBMS, some UEs leave multiple groups, therefore
Ep (1 + vM + 2vH )N packets and Eb (1 + vM + 2vH )N bits
are required.
For registration, the amount of packets and bits required
depends on the number of SGSNs serving participating UEs,
the content variants requested by these UEs and (for MCV
MBMS) the exact ordering of the activations. For Multiple
MBMS and MCV MBMS we assumed that at least one HQ
UE is served by each SGSN, while for Simulcast MBMS we
assumed that at least one UE requesting each variant us served
by each SGSN; in all cases, this means that all SGSNs will
eventually register for all variants. In Single MBMS, only
a single registration is performed by each SGSN, requiring
Rp S packets and Rb S bits for the entire network. In Multiple
MBMS each SGSN needs to register to all three groups,
requiring three times as many packets and bits, and the same
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TABLE III
C OMPARISON OF SIGNALING PACKETS .

Procedure
Activation
Deactivation
Registration
Deregistration
Session Start
Session Stop

Single MBMS
Ap N
Ep N
Rp S
Dp S
SAp S
SEp S

MCV MBMS
Ap N
Ep N
2Rp S
(Rp + Dp )S
SAp S
SEp S

Multiple MBMS
Ap (1 + vM + 2vH )N
Ep (1 + vM + 2vH )N
3Rp S
3Dp S
3SAp S
3SEp S

Simulcast MBMS
Ap N
Ep N
3Rp S
3Dp S
3SAp S
3SEp S

TABLE IV
C OMPARISON OF SIGNALING BITS .

Procedure
Activation
Deactivation
Registration
Deregistration
Session Start
Session Stop

Single MBMS
Ab N
Eb N
Rb S
Db S
SAb S
SEb S

MCV MBMS
(Ab + 4Ap )N
Eb N
(2Rb + 8Rp )S
(Rb + 4Rp + Db )S
(SAb + 128SAp )S
SEb S

holds for Simulcast MBMS. In MCV MBMS, in the best case
the HQ UEs will join first, requiring a single registration,
while in the worst case the LQ UEs will join first, then the
MQ UEs and then the HQ UEs, requiring three registrations.
The arithmetic average is therefore two registrations requiring
2Rp S packets and 2Rb S +2(8Rp S/2) bits, since half of these
packets are inflated by 8 bits. Similarly, in Single MBMS the
deregistration procedure requires Dp S packets and Db S bits,
while in Multiple MBMS and Simulcast MBMS it requires
three times as many packets and bits. In MCV MBMS, in
the best case the HQ UEs will leave last, requiring a single
deregistration, while in the worst case the HQ UEs will
leave first, then the MQ UEs and then the LQ UEs requiring
two registration updates and a deregistration. The arithmetic
average is one registration and one deregistration requiring
Rp S + Dp S packets and Rb S + 8Rp S/2 + Db S bits.

For the session start, the amount of packets and bits required
also depends on the number of SGSNs serving participating
UEs, but due to our assumptions, all SGSNs will eventually
receive a session start. In Single MBMS only a single session
start is needed, requiring SAp S packets and SAb S bits. In
Multiple MBMS and Simulcast MBMS a session start is
needed for all three groups, requiring three times as many
packets and bits. In MCV MBMS the same number of packets
is needed as only a single group exists, but half of these
packets is inflated by two more QoS profiles, therefore the
total number of bits required is SAb S + 2(128SAp S)/2.
Similarly, in Single MBMS the session stop procedure requires
SEp S packets and SEb S bits, while in Multiple MBMS and
Simulcast MBMS it requires three times as many packets and
bits. In MCV MBMS the same number of packets and bits
are required as in Single MBMS since no extra fields are
required. The total numbers of packets and bits required for
each signaling procedure are summarized in Table III and IV.

Multiple MBMS
Ab (1 + vM + 2vH )N
Eb (1 + vM + 2vH )N
3Rb S
3Db S
3SAb S
3SEb S

Simulcast MBMS
Ab N
Eb N
3Rb S
3Db S
3SAb S
3SEb S

C. User Plane Analysis
In order to compare the various approaches with respect
to their user plane overhead, we first observe that Multiple
MBMS and MCV MBMS are equivalent in this respect, as
we have assumed that in MCV MBMS the layer number is
stored in unused header bits of user plane packets. For the Core
Network (CN) we focus on the packet processing requirements
of each alternative, therefore we study the number of user
plane packets received by internal nodes. For the Radio Access
Network (RAN) we focus on the energy requirements of each
alternative, therefore we study the energy consumed in each
cell to transmit user plane packets [12].
Starting with the CN, since we have assumed that at least
one UE has joined the service in each cell, each SGSN and
each RNC will receive all user plane packets in Single MBMS;
each node will receive all layers, that is, B packets, therefore
the total user plane traffic is (S + R)B. In MCV/Multiple
MBMS we must also take into account UE preferences. Since
at least one UE has joined the service in each cell, each SGSN
will receive at least the base layer. The first enhancement layer
will be received by an SGSN if at least one of the NS UEs
that it controls has asked for either the MQ or the HQ variants;
this probability is the complement of the probability that all
NS
these UEs have asked for the LQ variant, or (1 − vL
). The
second enhancement layer will be received by an SGSN if at
least one of the NS UEs that it controls has asked for the HQ
variant; this probability is the complement of the probability
that none of these UEs have asked for the HQ variant, or [1 −
(1 − vH )NS ]. We can treat the RNCs identically by replacing
NS with NR . Therefore, the user traffic received by all SGSNs
NS
is {l1 + (1 − vL
)l2 + [1 − (1 − vH )NS ]l3 }SB packets, while
NR
the user traffic received by all RNCs is {l1 + (1 − vL
)l2 +
NR
[1 − (1 − vH ) ]l3 }RB packets.
In Simulcast MBMS we can deal with each variant separately. Since at least one UE has joined the service in each
cell, each SGSN will receive at least one variant. The LQ
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variant will be received by an SGSN if at least one of the
NS UEs that it controls has asked for the LQ variant; this
probability is the complement of the probability that none of
these UEs have asked for the LQ variant, or [1 − (1 − vL )NS ].
We can treat the MQ and HQ variants in exactly the same
manner for each SGSN, and then simply replace NS with NR
in each formula to get the RNC requirements. Therefore, the
user traffic received by all SGSNs is {[1 − (1 − vL )NS ]l1 +
[1 − (1 − vM )NS ](l1 + l2 ) + [1 − (1 − vH )NS ](l1 + l2 + l3 )}SB
packets, while the user traffic received by all RNCs is
{[1 − (1 − vL )NR ]l1 + [1 − (1 − vM )NR ](l1 + l2 ) + [1 − (1 −
vH )NR ](l1 + l2 + l3 )}RB.
Turning to the RAN, the analysis of the user plane transmission power requirements must take into account the number of
UEs that have requested a specific layer or variant in each cell:
if it is less than the threshold T then multiple DCHs are used,
otherwise a single FACH is used. In MCV/Multiple MBMS
the transmission power required in cell i for the l1 B packets of
the base layer depends on the fraction of the Ni participating
users requesting it. Since (vL + vM + vH )Ni = Ni , this power
is:
{
l1 BNi PD , Ni < T
PM CV 1 (i) =
l1 BPF ,
Ni ≥ T
For the l2 B packets of the first enhancement layer we note
that (vM + vH )Ni = (1 − vL )Ni , therefore:
{
l2 B(1 − vL )Ni PD , (1 − vL )Ni < T
PM CV 2 (i) =
l2 BPF ,
(1 − vL )Ni ≥ T
Finally, for the l3 B packets of the second enhancement layer
the fraction is vH Ni , therefore:
{
l3 BvH Ni PD , vH Ni < T
PM CV 3 (i) =
l3 BPF ,
vH Ni ≥ T
Summing up over all C cells we find that the total
transmission
power consumed by MCV/Multiple MBMS is
∑C
(P
M CV 1 (i) + PM CV 2 (i) + PM CV 3 (i)). In Simulcast
i=1
MBMS, we can again treat each variant separately. The
transmission power required in cell i for the l1 B packets of the
LQ variant depends on the fraction vL of the Ni participating
users requesting it:
{
l1 BvL Ni PD , vL Ni < T
PSC1 (i) =
l1 BPF ,
vL Ni ≥ T
For the (l1 + l2 )B packets of the MQ variant we find similarly
that:
{
(l1 + l2 )BvM Ni PD , vM Ni < T
PSC2 (i) =
(l1 + l2 )BPF ,
vM Ni ≥ T
Finally, for the (l1 + l2 + l3 )B = B packets of the HQ variant
we find that:
{
BvH Ni PD , vH Ni < T
PSC3 (i) =
BPF ,
vH Ni ≥ T
Summing up over all C cells we find that the ∑
total transmission
C
power consumed by Simulcast MBMS is
i=1 (PSC1 (i) +
PSC2 (i) + PSC3 (i)).
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Simulated topology.

Finally, in Single MBMS all layers are transmitted,
therefore
∑C
the total transmission power consumed is i=1 PS (i) where:
{
BNi PD , Ni < T
PS (i) =
BPF ,
Ni ≥ T
V. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION : S IMULATION
A. Simulation Setup
We have created a detailed MBMS simulator conforming to the common core of the 3GPP Release 6, 7 and 8
specifications, including full support for the MCV MBMS
model described in this paper. The simulator uses the Opnet
Modeler platform [13] and is available to the public as a contributed Opnet model [14]. In this section we compare MCV
MBMS against the standard-based alternatives introduced in
Section IV for a specific simulation scenario, applying in
parallel the preceding analysis to the same scenario to compare
our analytical predictions with the simulation results.
We simulated the topology shown in Figure 5, which
consists of a single GGSN, two SGSNs (S = 2), four RNCs
(R = 4) and six Node-Bs. Two Node-Bs control cells with 4
UEs (sparse cells) and four Node-Bs control cells with 9 UEs
(dense cells). We varied the number N of participating UEs
from 1 to 40 by randomly choosing UEs in each experiment
and having them join in random order; due to occasional
conflicts in the uplink, not all joins were successful, therefore
this process continued until N UEs actually managed to join.
We used two sets of parameters for the UE preferences: in
scenario 1 each UE randomly selected a content variant with
probabilities vL = 0.7, vM = 0.2 and vH = 0.1, while in
scenario 2 these probabilities were vL = 0.5, vM = 0.25
and vH = 0.25. The UEs did not change their preferences
over time, simplifying comparisons with the analysis. All
simulation results shown indicate averages from 30 repetitions
of each experiment with different seeds.
The MBMS service modeled was a stream of UDP packets
with a payload of 968 bytes, generated every 0.125 s, or a
data rate of roughly 62 Kbps, excluding the 28-byte UDP/IP
header overhead. A total of B = 1000 user plane packets were
generated in each experiment, randomly distributed to three
layers with probabilities l1 = 0.5, l2 = 0.25 and l3 = 0.25.
At the radio link, each user plane packet was split into six
segments of 1328 bits each; in the DCH an 8-bit header was
added to each segment, while in the FACH a 32 bit header
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B. Control Plane Results
Due to simulator limitations, the results presented below
only cover the activation, registration, session start and session
stop procedures shown in Figure 3 (signaling phases 1 to
4), omitting the deactivation and deregistration procedures
(signaling phases 5 and 6). According to the relevant standards,
for these procedures Ap = 8, Rp = 2, SAp = 2 and SEp = 2
packets, while Ab = 2336, Rb = 472, SAb = 992 and SEb =
400 bits [16], [17]. By applying the analysis of Section IV-B
to our scenario and substituting values from the standards, we
find that the predicted signaling overhead in terms of packets
for Single MBMS is 12 + 8N , while for MCV MBMS it is
16+8N . For Multiple MBMS the predicted signaling overhead
in terms of packets is 36+11.2N for scenario 1 and 36+14N
for scenario 2, while for Simulcast MBMS it is 36 + 8N .
These predictions as well as the actual simulation results for
each scenario are shown in Figures 6(a) and 6(b). Similarly,
we find that the predicted signaling overhead in terms of bits
for Single MBMS is 3728+2336N , while for MCV MBMS it
is 5216+2368N . For Multiple MBMS the predicted signaling

1000
800
Packets Received

was added. Each such segment was transmitted in a 20 ms
transmission time interval (TTI). The resulting aggregate data
rate was just below 64 Kbps, which is the highest FACH speed
supported by the simulator. While a 64 Kbps data rate is low,
the results shown below can be easily adapted to higher data
rates: the control plane results remains exactly the same, while
the user plane results for both the CN and the RAN scale
linearly with the total number of packets. As shown in the
preceding analysis, the signaling overhead does not depend
on the data rate, while the user plane overhead only depends
on the volume of data, not the data rate.
Each Node-B used a single sector antenna with a maximum
transmission power of 20 W, covering a cell with a radius of 1
km. The path loss model used was the Outdoor to Indoor and
Pedestrian, described by L = 40log10 d + 30log10 f + 49 dB,
where d is the distance between the UE and the Node-B in km
and f is the carrier frequency in MHz, which was 2110 MHz
in our case. This model is valid for non-line of sight cases and
describes the worst-case propagation [15]. The shadow fading
loss was modeled as a log-normal random variable with zero
mean and variance 10 dB, which is a valid assumption for
outdoor users [15].
The UEs in each cell were manually placed so that half of
them were close and half of them were far from the Node-B
antenna. The transmission power of the FACH was set to PF =
0.4 W, which is sufficient to cover UEs at a distance of at least
2
3 of the cell radius, or 50% of the cell area; in practice, packet
losses were negligible for all UEs. The transmission power of
each DCH varied due to the outer loop power control modeled
by the simulator. The average DCH transmission power in our
experiments was measured to be PD = 0.08975 W, therefore
we set the threshold T = 5, that is, the FACH was used to
serve 5 or more UEs, as 4PD < PF < 5PD . Note that this
choice of T means that the sparse cells (with 4 UEs) never
used the FACH, something quite reasonable for some cells in
a real network.
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Signaling overhead in terms of packets.

overhead in terms of bits is 11184 + 3270.4N for scenario 1
and 11184+4088N for scenario 2, while for Simulcast MBMS
it is 11184 + 2336N . These predictions as well as the actual
simulation results for each scenario are shown in Figures 7(a)
and 7(b).
The figures show similar trends for packets and bits and a
nearly perfect match between the analytical predictions and
simulation results. The slight overestimation in the analysis
for Multiple MBMS and Simulcast MBMS is due to the
assumption that at least one UE per SGSN has requested
the HQ variant (Multiple MBMS) or each variant (Simulcast
MBMS), which is unlikely with a few UEs. We observe that
MCV MBMS is only marginally more costly than Single
MBMS which incurs the minimum possible overhead. For 40
UEs, the simulation results indicate that the extra cost of MCV
MBMS compared to Single MBMS is only 1.6% in terms
of packets and 3.2% in terms of bits; the latter is relatively
higher due to the inflated request packets of MCV MBMS.
The additional signaling cost of MCV MBMS compared to
Single MBMS is therefore negligible.
The figures also show that the signaling overhead of Multiple MBMS is sensitive to UE preferences: as the proportion
of MQ and HQ UEs increases, so does the signaling overhead
since more UEs need to join additional groups. We observe
a wide gap in favor of MCV MBMS, which grows with the
number of participating UEs. For 40 UEs the simulation results
for scenario 1 indicate that the extra cost of Multiple MBMS
compared to MCV MBMS is 40% in terms of packets and 38%
in terms of bits; in scenario 2 the corresponding figures are
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77% and 74%. Therefore MCV MBMS provides a dramatic
performance improvement over Multiple MBMS. Finally, the
signaling overhead of Simulcast MBMS is slightly higher than
MCV MBMS: even though each UE only joins a single group,
multiple groups need to be maintained in the network. For
40 UEs the simulation results indicate that the extra cost of
Simulcast MBMS compared to MCV MBMS is 6.2% in terms
of packets and 5.0% in terms of bits, therefore MCV MBMS
provides an improvement even over Simulcast MBMS.
C. User Plane Results
By applying the analysis of Section IV-C for the CN to
our scenario, we find that the predicted number of received
user plane packets with Single MBMS is simply 6000. With
MCV/Multiple MBMS the expected number of received user
plane packets is 6000−500(0.7N/2 +0.9N/2 )−1000(0.7N/4 +
0.9N/4 ) for scenario 1 and 6000 − 500(0.5N/2 + 0.75N/2 ) −
1000(0.5N/4 +0.75N/4 ) for scenario 2. Finally, with Simulcast
MBMS the expected number of received user plane packets
is 13500 − 1000(0.3N/2 ) − 1500(0.8N/2 ) − 2000(0.9N/2 ) −
2000(0.3N/4 ) − 3000(0.8N/4 ) − 4000(0.9N/4 ) for scenario 1
and 13500−1000(0.5N/2 )−3500(0.75N/2 )−2000(0.5N/4 )−
7000(0.75N/4 ) for scenario 2. These predictions as well as
the actual simulation results for each scenario are shown in
Figures 8(a) and 8(b).
These analytical predictions closely match the simulation
results for 15 UEs or more; with fewer UEs the assumption
that at least one UE has joined the service in each cell is
unrealistic, therefore the analysis overestimates reality. As
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expected, Single MBMS requires nearly constant traffic, as all
layers are sent to all nodes. With MCV/Multiple MBMS the
user plane traffic depends on UE preferences: as the proportion
of MQ and HQ UEs increases, so does the number of user
plane packets that need to be forwarded. In both the scenarios,
as the number of UEs grows MCV/Multiple MBMS traffic
tends to reach that of Single MBMS; with a large enough
number of UEs, all SGSNs and RNCs will serve at least one
HQ UE, therefore they will receive all user plane packets
as in Single MBMS. Simulcast MBMS on the other hand
transmits each variant independently, without taking advantage
of layered coding: with a large enough number of UEs, all
SGSNs and RNCs will receive all variants. For 40 UEs the
simulation results indicate that the extra cost of Simulcast
MBMS compared with Single MBMS is 92% in scenario 1
and 118% in scenario 2; with more UEs the extra cost would
reach 125%.
We next apply the analysis of Section IV-C for the RAN
to our scenario, in order to estimate the energy consumption
for user plane packets. Energy consumption can be calculated
by multiplying the power required to transmit each packet by
the time taken to transmit it; we plot the analytical predictions
against the simulation results for both scenarios in Figures 9(a)
and 9(b). Note that these simulation results also include
the energy consumed for control plane packets, since their
number, and therefore their energy consumption, is negligible
compared to that of user plane packets. The match between
analysis and simulation is excellent for up to 25 UEs. The
gap that appears at this point is due to the assumption in the
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of layered coding: with a large enough number of UEs in a
cell, all variants are separately transmitted in that cell, leading
to duplicate transmissions of the same data. Since even the
dense cells in our topology host relatively few UEs, this rarely
occurs in our scenarios: averaged over the entire range of 1
to 40 UEs, the simulation results show that Simulcast MBMS
consumes 25% less energy than Single MBMS in scenario 1
and 12% less energy in scenario 2, which is consistently worse
than MCV/Multiple MBMS.
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analysis that all cells host the same (fractional) number of UEs,
thus causing dense cells to switch from the DCH to the FACH
at the exact same point. In the, more realistic, simulation, each
cell hosts an integer number of UEs, therefore cells switch
to the FACH at different points. As the number of UEs is
increased, all dense cells switch to the FACH, therefore the
gap closes again.
With a small number of UEs, MCV/Multiple MBMS will
not transmit at all packets belonging to layers not requested
by any UEs in a cell, unlike Single MBMS which always
transmits all layers in each cell. With a large number of UEs,
when all layers are likely to be requested by some UEs in a
cell, MCV/Multiple MBMS will not use the FACH to transmit
layers requested by less than T UEs, while Single MBMS will
use the FACH to transmit all layers even if only a single layer
has been requested by T or more UEs. Even with a very large
number of UEs in a cell, causing all layers to be requested by
T or more UEs, MCV/Multiple MBMS would never lead to
a higher energy consumption than Single MBMS. This means
that MCV/Multiple MBMS can provide considerable energy
savings: averaged over the entire range of 1 to 40 UEs, the
simulation results show that MCV/Multiple MBMS consumes
35% less energy than Single MBMS in scenario 1 and 25%
less energy in scenario 2.
Simulcast MBMS on the other hand may lead to lower or
higher energy consumption than Single MBMS; Figure 9(b)
shows that with a large enough number of UEs in scenario
2, Simulcast MBMS is more costly than Single MBMS. The
reason is again that Simulcast MBMS does not take advantage

Addressing the issues raised by network and terminal heterogeneity for multimedia multicasting has been an important
research topic for a long time, and the use of layered coding
to handle these issues is a well-established idea. Early work
in this area concentrated on selecting the optimal bit rates
and routes for each content layer, assuming a static network
topology and fixed user requirements [18]. After IP multicasting was proposed, most researchers assumed that a separate
multicast group would be used per layer, with receivers joining
the groups corresponding to the layers they could receive
without excessive congestion losses; the underlying routing
algorithm would take care of the rest.
In these schemes, a receiver can adapt to prevailing conditions by occasionally requesting an additional layer; when
congestion appears, detected by excessive packet loss, layers
are dropped until the network is stabilized. To prevent wasting
bandwidth by constantly adding and dropping layers without
coordination, one approach is for each receiver to monitor
the attempts of its neighbors to add layers, thus automatically
detecting the state of the network [19]. Another approach
is to elect one receiver in each network area to coordinate
these attempts and prevent conflicts [20]. The introduction
of wireless links into the Internet renewed interest in such
schemes, as wireless receivers also face unpredictable wireless
losses and bandwidth variations induced by mobility [21].
Our approach departs from that work as we assume a
different environment, thus avoiding many of the problems
that plague IP multicast. First, multicast routing becomes
trivial in MBMS, since a single distribution tree is used.
Second, network resources can be reserved, therefore there is
no inherent need to adapt to congestion. Third, due to the
tree-based routing, our approach can easily handle layered
coding, including both non-standard [22] and standard-derived
schemes [23]; it can also be combined with hierarchical
multicast error recovery [24].
Although MBMS avoids many of the problems that multimedia multicasting faces on the Internet, it introduces its
own complications; the contributions of this paper lie exactly
in addressing these complications. First, MBMS has already
been standardized, thus changes must be kept to a minimum
and they must be evaluated with respect to the additional
load that they place on the network. Our proposal requires
trivial changes to the standard MBMS: a single field is
added to some messages, a few extra fields are added to the
state maintained by each node and only constant cost state
management processing is required.
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Second, since a single distribution tree exists, it is critical to
avoid overloading higher level nodes. Our proposal avoids the
signaling overhead incurred by the management of multiple
multicast groups, while allowing each node to easily select
the content variant to forward toward the receivers. In addition,
state and signaling are aggregated toward the root of the tree,
exactly as in the standard MBMS. We quantify the gains of
our single group approach in terms of control plane overhead
in Section V-B and in terms of user plane overhead in the CN
in Section V-C, showing that the cost of satisfying all users
with MCV MBMS is minimal.
Third, since in UMTS networks the most important resource
is the power required for transmissions over the air interface,
our approach explicitly takes into account the issue of channel selection for each content layer transmitted, making the
optimal choice between PtP and PtM transmissions separately
for each layer. In Section V-C, we quantify the gains from our
approach, showing that MCV MBMS leads to considerable
energy savings.
Fourth, since analytical predictions offer diverge from reality, we compare our predictions for control and user plane
overhead with the results obtained from a detailed MBMS
simulation model, showing a close match between analysis and
simulation. This is especially important as energy consumption
is heavily dependent on the actual number of UEs in each cell,
exhibiting a discontinuous behavior at the switching points
between PtP and PtM channels which is hard to capture by
analytical modeling alone.
As the energy consumption of multimedia services is a
critical factor for the success of MBMS [4], many researchers
are trying to improve the energy efficiency of MBMS. One
option is to choose between PtP and PtM channels based not
only on the number of UEs, but also on their actual positions
in the cell, so as to switch at the actual optimal point [25].
Another option is to employ a single PtM channel for UEs
close to the center of the cell and separate PtP channels for the
remaining UEs [25], [26]. Both options can be combined with
MCV MBMS to optimize the energy consumption separately
for each layer.
Another approach is to use layered coding to provide different levels of service to UEs depending on their location. One
option is to transmit only the base layer with sufficient energy
to cover the entire cell, using less energy for the enhancement
layer(s), thus providing better service to UEs close to the
center of the cell [25], [27]; remote UEs may receive the
enhancement layer(s) via PtP channels [28]. Another option
is to use hierarchical modulation within a single transmission
stream, thus allowing UEs close to the center of the cell to
receive more bits per modulation symbol [29]. These solutions
are orthogonal to MCV MBMS, as they differentiate between
UEs based on their reception conditions rather than their
preferences.
Considerable research has also been motivated by the standardization of Raptor codes as an Application Layer Forward
Error Correction (AL-FEC) scheme for MBMS [30]. Raptor
codes provide efficient error correction without feedback from
the, possibly huge, number of receivers of an MBMS service.
There is a tradeoff between the amount of AL-FEC and
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physical layer coding applied to each stream, which can be
exploited to reduce the energy consumption [31]. This work
can also be combined with ours to improve the decoding
probability for each layer.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
We have presented an extension to MBMS that supports
the distribution of multiple variants of the same content to
heterogeneous receivers, aiming to maximize the number of
UEs participating in an MBMS service while minimizing the
amount of user and control traffic transmitted. We evaluated
our MCV MBMS model against alternatives based on the
standard MBMS via both analysis and simulation, showing
a close match between the two approaches. We found that
MCV MBMS requires less control plane overhead than the
standard-based multiple service and simulcast approaches,
being only slightly more expensive than the baseline single
service approach. In the user plane, we found that MCV
MBMS can satisfy all users with considerable savings in the
energy consumption over the radio link compared with both
the baseline single service approach and the standard-based
simulcast approach.
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